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Chapter 1 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 1.1-Background 

 
 

Hydrogen is a chemical element with symbol H and has a 

low molecular weight and is in the gaseous phase at normal 

usage and storage temperatures [1]. It has a very low normal 

density, although it has the highest mass lower heating 

values [1]. 

Hydrogen is third most abundant element after oxygen and 

silicon. About 15 percent of all the atoms found on the Earth 

are hydrogen atoms.[2] 
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Some experts believe that hydrogen forms more compounds 

than any other element. These compounds include water, 

sucrose (table sugar), alcohols, vinegar (acetic acid), 

household lye (sodium hydroxide), drugs, fibers, dyes, 

plastics, and fuels.[2] 

Hydrogen is a very attractive fuel because it combusts very 

cleanly, producing only water [9]. hydrogen is the lightest 

element and its monatomic form (H) is the most abundant 

chemical substance, constituting roughly 75% of the 

Universe's baryonic mass.Non-remnant starts are mainly 

composed of hydrogen in its plasma state[1] 

 

.hydrogen has the atomic number 1, and has 1 electron and 

1 proton;the atomic mass of hydrogen is 1.00795. There are 

three isotopes of hydrogen, hydrogen-1, hydrogen-2, and 

hydrogen-3. Isotopes are two or more forms of an element 

[2]. Isotopes differ from each other according to their mass 

number. The number written to the right of the element's 

name is the mass number. The mass number represents the 

number of protons plus neutrons in the nucleus of an atom 

of the element. The number of protons determines the 

element, but the number of neutrons in the atom of any one 

element can vary. Each variation is an isotope [2]. 

 

The three isotopes of hydrogen have special names. 

Hydrogen-1 is sometimes called protium. It is the simplest 

and most common form of hydrogen. Protium atoms all 

contain one proton and one electron. About 99.9844 percent 
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of the hydrogen in nature is protium. [2] 

 

Hydrogen-2 is known as deuterium. A deuterium atom 

contains one proton, one electron, and one neutron. About 

0.0156 percent of the hydrogen in nature is deuterium. [2] 

 

The third isotope of hydrogen, hydrogen-3, is tritium. An 

atom of tritium contains one proton, one electron, and two 

neutrons. There are only very small traces of tritium in nature 

[2]. 

 

 

 

Tritium is a radioactive isotope. A radioactive isotope is one 

that breaks apart and gives off some form of radiation. Some 

radioactive isotopes (such as tritium) occur in nature. They 

can also be produced in the laboratory [2]. 

Very small particles are fired at atoms. These particles stick in 

the atoms and make them radioactive. Tritium is a widely 

used isotope and is now made in large amounts in the 

laboratory [2]. 

 

Tritium is widely used as a tracer in both industry and 

research. A tracer is a radioactive isotope whose presence in 

a system can easily be detected. The isotope is injected into 

the system at some point. Inside the system, the isotope 

gives off radiation. That radiation can be followed by means 

of detectors placed around the system [2]. Tritium is popular 
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as a tracer because hydrogen occurs in so many different 

compounds. For example, suppose a scientist wants to trace 

the movement of water through soil. The scientist can make 

up a sample of water made with tritium instead of protium. 

As that water moves through the soil, its path can be 

followed by means of the radioactivity the tritium gives off. 

[2] 

 

Tritium is also used in the manufacture of fusion bombs. A 

fusion bomb is also known as a hydrogen bomb [2].  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig (1) the isotopes of hydrogen  

 

hydrogen is a strong reducer, and so in the first group of the 
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main sub-group this element leads the alkaline metals as the 

most active; in interaction with strong reducers (for example 

metals)  hydrogen becomes an oxidizer, receiving an elec-

tron. These compounds are called hydrides. For this property, 

hydrogen leads the sub-group of halogens, with which it 

shares similarities [6] the low atomic mass makes hydrogen 

the lightest element. The density of the element is low, so 

hydrogen is called a standard of lightness. 

Hydrogen is a unique chemical element that does not resem-

ble any of the others, with special properties of enormous 

significance and importance. [6] 

 

 

 

 

Although hydrogen is the most abundant element in the 

universe (three times as abundant as helium, the next most 

widely occurring element), it makes up only about 0.14 

percent of Earth’s crust by weight. It occurs, however, in vast 

quantities as part of the water in oceans, ice packs, rivers, 

lakes, and the atmosphere. As part of innumerable carbon 

compounds [3], hydrogen is present in all animal and 

vegetable tissue and in petroleum. Even though it is often 

said that there are more known compounds of carbon than 

of any other element, the fact is that, since hydrogen is 

contained in almost all carbon compounds and also forms a 

multitude of compounds with all other elements (except 

some of the noble gases), it is possible that hydrogen 
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compounds are more numerous.[3] 

 

Elementary hydrogen finds its principal industrial application 

in the manufacture of ammonia (a compound of hydrogen 

and nitrogen, NH3) and in the hydrogenation of carbon 

monoxide and organic compounds. [3] 

 

Hydrogen is the ultimate and most desirable clean and zero 

emission fuel pure hydrogen fuel is not naturally available so 

that a range of diverse technologies are used to produce 

hydrogen. The current leading technology for hydrogen 

production steam reformation of methane [11]. 

 

 

 

 

Hydrogen is an environmentally clean energy source and has 

the potential to become a valid alternative to conventional 

fuels, since it is completely carbon-free and easy to produce, 

if primary energy is available at low cost. As instance, 

hydrogen production could be suitable for energy storage in 

future electricity grid which is a key challenge in Europe to 

enable developing of renewable sources 

 

Hydrogen-fired internal combustion engines are more 

efficient than conventional gasoline engines with higher 

compression ratio and specific heat ratio. Hydrogen has a 

low self-ignition temperature and can burn in lean mixture. It 
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basically produces H2O and small amount of Nox that can be 

controlled through gas recirculation.  

 

The main concern in working with hydrogen is flammability, 

and hydrogen in fact has the widest explosive/ignition mix 

range with air of all gases, except acetylene. However, this is 

mitigated by the fact that hydrogen, due to its low weight, 

rapidly rises and disperses before ignition [2]. 

 

Unless the escape is in an enclosed, unventilated area, 

hydrogen is very unlikely to induce serious risks. [2] 

 

hydrogen has long an important gaseous raw material for 

the chemical and petroleum industries . 

 

 

 

the annual production of merchant hydrogen is in excess of 

3*109 and is only a very small part of total industrial 

production. Table(1.1) gives the hydrogen for requirement 

making some typical chemicals .hydrogen is sold as gas and 

liquid liquid hydrogen is the most profitable [5] 

 

 

 

Table (1.1) hydrogen required for 
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typical  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hydrogen is derived almost exclusively from Carbonate 

material .primarily hydrocarbons and\ or water. These 

material are decomposed by the application of energy, which 

may be electrical chemical, or thermal [6] 

  .Hydrocarbons are the main source also for the production 

of hydrogen industrially. [6] Another source for hydrogen 

production is water. Water is the most abundant available 

source of hydrogen and can be regarded as an unlimited 
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source of hydrogen. With the utilization of an external 

energy source, hydrogen can be produced from either fossil 

hydrocarbons or water alone or from a mixture of both [6]. 

Since the energy demand for hydrogen production using 

hydrocarbons is much lower than that of electrolysis of 

water, methods be."End on fossil hydrocarbons are preferred. 

Therefore the major portion of the hydrogen for industrial 

uses is produced from natural gas, oil and coal and a smaller 

percentage is manufactured by electrolysis of water. 

Hydrogen can also be produced using different sources and 

methods, however most of these are not economical and 

have not been proven to be used industrially [6]. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

A variety of hydrogen production methods using solar 

energy (and its derivatives) have been or are currently being 

developed. They are direct thermal decomposition 

(thermolysis), radiolysis, thermochemical cycles, photolysis 

which includes photoelectrolysis, catalytic photolysis, 

biophotolysi the yields actually achieved in industrial 

hydrogen production from fossil hydrocarbons are quite 

different from the maximum possible theoretical yields. This 
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is 

Due to the fact that the energy needed to produce hydrogen 

is usually supplied by the raw material itself [6]. For the 

economic aspects of production not only the yield but also 

the prices of the feedstock and the investment costs for the 

plant are important, because there are only small differences 

in the cost of hydrocarbons based on the heating value, the 

investment costs for the production of hydrogen from light 

hydrocarbons are lower[6]Process selection criteria focuses 

on a number of factors[7]: hydrogen content of feedstock; 

hydrogen yield from the process; economics, including cost 

of feedstock; capital and operating costs; energy 

requirements; environmental considerations; and intended 

use of the hydrogen [7].Proceeding from natural gas to 

liquid hydrocarbons and then to solid feedstock, the 

processing difficulty and manufacturing costs increase. The 

partial oxidation and coal gasification processes require 

more capital investment than the steam reforming plants 

because an air-separation plant, larger water gas shift and 

CO removal facilities, and gas cleanup are needed.  

 

The capital cost of water electrolysis plants is comparable to 

those of steam reforming in removal facilities, and gas cleanu 

[7] 

Small-capacity plants, but electric power costs are almost 

although it is, prohibitive. In large-capacity plants, the capital 

cost of the electrolysis process significantly exceeds that of 

other processes . 
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1.2-Physical properties of hydrogen   
 

 

Hydrogen is a colorless gas without any smell or taste, melt-

ing temperature — (-259.2) degrees Celsius, boiling temper-

ature — (-252.76) degrees Celsius; in ordinary conditions . It 
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is a combustible and explosive substance[3]; it dissolves well 

in metals because of its ability to diffuse through their thick-

ness; hydrogen is 14.5 times lighter than air; the crystal struc-

ture of the simple substance is molecular, and the bonds are 

weak, which means it breaks down easily[1]. At room 

temperature hydrogen is a gas. 

 

 

Hydrogen is not toxic but is a simple asphyxiate by the 

displacement of oxygen in the air. Under prolonged 

exposure to fire or intense heat the containers may rupture 

violently and rocket. [3] Hydrogen is used to make other 

chemicals and in oxyhydrogen welding and cutting. [3] 

 

(Solubility) Hydrogen in water is about 1.6 mg / l. Hydrogen 

from the rest of the gases has the largest dispersion capacity, 

has the highest thermal tanker and has the largest flow 

capacity, and has relatively low viscosity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hydrogen has a high decomposition potential in rare earths 

and transition metals, and it dissolves in the amorphous 

metals. Hydrogen degradation in metals is affected by the 

presence of localized irregularities and the presence of 

impurities in the crystalline network. 
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Hydrogen is transparent to visible light, to infrared light, and 

to ultraviolet light to wavelengths below 1800 Å. Because its 

molecular weight is lower than that of any other gas[3], its 

molecules have a velocity higher than those of any other gas 

at a given temperature and it diffuses faster than any other 

gas. Consequently, kinetic energy is distributed faster 

through hydrogen than through any other gas; it has, for 

example, the greatest heat conductivity. [3]  

Hydrogen gas is an insulating gas for electricity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (2), the physical properties of hydrogen  
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Hydrogen is only slightly soluble in liquids. In contrast to the 
highly-soluble gases, however, the solubility generally 
increases with increasing temperature [2]. Examples For the 

solubility in nonaqueous solvents are given in Table [3] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Solubility of hydrogen in nonaqueous 

solvents 
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The water solubility has a minimum at ca. 50 °C and then 
increases again with increasing temperatures Electrolytes 
lower the water solubility because of the salt effect. [4] 

  

 

 Metals, with not completely occupied inner electron levels, have a 

particularly high solubility potential for hydrogen. [4] Hydrogen is 

dissolved in metals not in the molecular but in the atomic form, 

whereby non-stoichiometric (alloy-type) or stoichiometric (partly 

hydride-type) compounds may be formed.  
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The solubility of hydrogen in metals at small hydrogen 

concentrations is proportional to the root of the hydrogen partial 

pressure (Sievert's law). The hydrogen solubility decreases with 

increasing temperature. Hydrides can be decomposed thermally.  

Palladium and palladium – silver alloys with a silver content <40 

wt % have a particularly high solubility potential for hydrogen [4]. 

The hydrogen atoms give their electrons to the electron gas of the 

palladium metal and occupy interstitial sites of the metal crystal 

structure. Palladium can absorb 2800 times its own volume of 

hydrogen.  

 

 

The solubility of the hydrogen isotopes in palladium decreases in 

the order H > D > T; with group 5 metals, however, the solubility 

increases in this order. This effect is explained by differences in 

the vibration energies of the metal structure [4] 

 

Impurities in the metal and in the hydrogen can lower the solubility 

or cancel it completely. Especially carbon monoxide, hydrogen 

sulfide and oxygen are poisonous with this respect.[ 4] Dissolved 

hydrogen in metals influences their mechanical properties 

magnetic properties and can cause superconductivity The 

absorption of hydrogen in metals and metal alloys has become 

important for the storage of hydrogen in hydride storage 

systems.[4]  
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Hydrogen is the element with the highest diffusion capacity. 

Some diffusion coefficients of hydrogen in gases and liquids 

are given in Table (4) 

 

 

Table 4. Diffusion coefficients of hydrogen in 

gases (pressure 100 kPa) and liquids 

 

 

 
 

 The chemistry of hydrogen depends primarily on three 

processes, (1) loss of the valence electron to yield the 

hydrogen ion ;(2) gain of an electron to form the hydride ion, 
and (3)formation of an electron pair bond. The degree of 
covalent: ionic character of this bond depends on the 
electronegativity of the element to which hydrogen is 
attached.[4] 
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1.3- Chemical properties of hydrogen 
 

Hydrogen is not exceptionally reactive, although hydrogen atoms 

react with one another and with all other elements with the 

exception of the noble gases (only with helium short-lived 

instable) 

 

Hydrogen oxidizes less electronegative elements (e.g., alkali and 

alkaline earth metals), and reduces more electronegative ones (e.g., 

halogens, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon).  

 
The strength of the H – X bond in covalent hydrides depends 
on the electronegativity and size of the element X. The bond 
strength decreases in a group with increasing atomic 
number and generally increases across any period. The 
most stable covalent bonds are those formed between two 
hydrogen atoms (or isotopes), or with halogens, oxygen, 
carbon, and nitrogen. The average values for the bond 
energy are given in Table (5) 
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Halogens react with hydrogen to yield hydrogen halides, with 
increasing reactivity in the sequence iodine, bromine, 
chlorine, and fluorine. At –210 °C liquid fluorine ignites 
immediately in hydrogen; solid fluorine explodes violently in 
the presence of liquid hydrogen [2]; similarly, combined 
hydrogen reacts more or less violently with fluorine. Chlorine 
and bromine also react explosively with hydrogen on 
excitation by heat or ultraviolet radiation (chlorine hydrogen 
reaction). Fluorine, chlorine, and bromine react with 
hydrogen in a radical chain reaction: [2] 
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Hydrogen gas is highly flammable and burns in the air within 
a large area of concentration ranging from 4% to 75% 
Volume Concentration the standard thermal content of 
combustion for hydrogen gas is -286 kJ / mol 
 

 
 
An explosive mixture with the air can be formed with low 
concentrations of hydrogen with a heat source or a result of 
electrical contact.The self-ignition temperature of the 
hydrogen is 500 ° C. [2] Hydrogen is released by reacting 
with large amounts of oxygen at the combustion of a flame 
that is not visible to the naked eye, because it has a version 
in the ultraviolet area, which requires special flame detectors 
to detect the burning hydrogen. In normal conditions, 
hydrogen is burned with a blue flame that resembles the 
flame of natural gas combustion. [4] 
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At elevated temperatures in presence of suitable 

catalysts, hydrogen will react with nitrogen to form 

ammonia. Industrially this is one of the most 

important reactions [4] (Ammonia) 

 

  3H2 + N2 → 2 NH3 
 

 

 

 

 

Hydrogen reacts with carbon at high temperatures to yield 

methane. The equilibrium of the reaction is on the methane 

side at low temperatures, and on the hydrogen and carbon 

side at high temperatures[4]. The equilibrium constant, using 

graphite as a basis, 

 

    C +2H2→ CH4 
 

Unsaturated hydrocarbons are converted to saturated or 
partially saturated hydrocarbons by hydrogenation [4].  

 

 

H2C=CH2 + H2 ---> CH3CH3 
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A great number of metals react with hydrogen to form 
hydrides. Depending on the nature of the hydrogen bond, 
hydrides are classified into three principal categories: saline, 

covalent and metallic [4] 

 

 
 

Hydrogen gas was first artificially produced in the early 16th 

century, via the mixing of metals with strong acids [1]. In 

1766–81, Henry Cavendish was the first to recognize that 

hydrogen gas wasa discrete substance, and that it produces 

water when burned, a property which later gave it its name: 

in Greek, hydrogen means "water-former"[1] 

 

Table (6), the chemical properties of hydrogen 
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1.4- Use of hydrogen 
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Hydrogen is an important industrial chemical in petroleum 

refining and in the synthesis of ammonia and methanol [7]. 

These three areas account for more than 94% of US. 

Industrial hydrogen consumption. The balance is consumed 

in the manufacture of various chemicals, eg, cyclohexane, 

benzene by toluene dealkylation, oxo-alcohol, and aniline; 

metallurgical processing; reducing gas blanketing; 

vegetable-oil hydrogenation; government space applications 

and transportation fuel; float glass manufacture; and in the 

electronics industry.[ 7] 

Hydrogen is high in energy, yet an engine that burns pure 

hydrogen produces almost no pollution[1]. NASA has used 

liquid hydrogen since the 1970s to propel the space shuttle 

and other rockets into orbit. Hydrogen fuel cells power the 

shuttle's electrical systems, producing a clean byproduct - 

pure water, which the crew drinks [1]. 

A fuel cell combines hydrogen and oxygen to produce 

electricity, heat, and water. Fuel cells are often compared to 

batteries. Both convert the energy produced by a chemical 

reaction into usable electric power. However, the fuel cell will 

produce electricity as long as fuel (hydrogen) is supplied, 

never losing its charge.[1] 

 

 

Fuel cells are a promising technology for use as a source of 

heat and electricity for buildings, and as an electrical power 
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source for electric motors propelling vehicles. Fuel cells 

operate best on pure hydrogen [2]. But fuels like natural gas, 

methanol, or even gasoline can be reformed to produce the 

hydrogen required for fuel cells. Some fuel cells even can be 

fueled directly with methanol, without using a reformer [2]. 

A fuel cell is two to three times more efficient than an 

internal combustion engine running on gasoline.Many 

different types of fuel cells are available for a wide range of 

applications. Small fuel cells can power laptop computers, 

cell phones, and military applications [1] 

 

In the future, hydrogen could also join electricity as an 

important energy carrier. An energy carrier moves and 

delivers energy in a usable form to consumers. Renewable 

energy sources, like the sun and wind, cannot produce 

energy all the time. But they could, for example, produce 

electric energy and hydrogen, which can be stored until it's 

needed. Hydrogen can also be transported (like electricity) to 

locations where it is needed [4] 

 

In the United States, about 500 hydrogen-fueled vehicles are 

in use, and about 330 of those are registered in California. 

Most hydrogen-fueled vehicles are automobiles and transit 

buses that have an electric motor powered by a fuel cell [2]. 

A few of these vehicles burn hydrogen directly.  

 

 

The high cost of fuel cells and the limited availability of 
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hydrogen fueling stations have limited the number of 

hydrogen-fueled vehicles [2]. 

 

Although hydrogen is highly flammable, so also is gasoline. 

Although care must be taken, the amount of hydrogen used 

in an automobile would present no more of a hazard than 

the amount of gasoline used [4]. 

 

One problem with using hydrogen to directly power an 

automobile is that it is very expensive to create pure 

hydrogen for this use. Also, the most common method to 

create hydrogen for use in cars is with methane (CH4) gas. 

Although burning the hydrogen is pollution-free, methane is 

a major contributor to the greenhouse effect of global 

warming [4]. 

 

Hydrogen gas is used in the processing of petroleum 

products to break down crude oil into fuel oil, gasoline [4]. 

 

Hydrogen gas is used as a hydrogenating agent to for 

polyunsaturated fats, such as used in margarine. But it is also 

used in making unhealthy trans-fats that are often used in 

cookies and other goods [4]. 
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Hydrogen is an important raw material for the chemical 

industry. It takes part in reactions either by addition 

(hydrogenation) or by means of its reduction potential.[ 4] 

 

In refineries hydrogenation processes are included to 

increase the hydrogen content of the heavy crude oil 

fractions and to produce lighter fractions by reduction of the 

molecular Mass. [ 4] at the same time, undesirable elements, 

such as sulfur, nitrogen and metals, can be removed. For this 

group of related processes the designation hydroprocessing 

is used. Process Fundamentals. Hydrogenation processes are 

characterized according to the feedstock, the partial pressure 

of the hydrogen used and the reaction temperature [4] 

 

The use of hydrogen has also been suggested in other 

refinery areas; addition of hydrogen to the crude oil 

distillation is reported to make this more economic 

Subjecting residual oils or heavy crudes to hydrogen for 

short periods at high temperatures and pressures of up to 50 

MPa leads to feed upgrading[4]  

 

Hydrogen can either react directly (in its molecular form) 

with coal (direct hydrogenation) or it can be transferred by 

means of hydrogen-carrying solvents (donor solvent coal 

liquefaction or hydrogenating extration) ( Coal Liquefaction – 

Exxon Donor Solvent Process).  
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This type of process with chemically bound hydrogen can be 

carried out in the presence of an additional amount of 

molecular hydrogen and is known as short hydrogenation[4], 

the product being primarily bitumen or solvent-refined coal 

(SRC). Hydrogen is required for the important process stages, 

such as hydrogenative cracking in the slurry phase (feedstock 

slurries of hard coal, lignite or coal extract), cracking and 

refining hydrogenation in mixed phases (feedstock 

hydrogenation residues, tars) and for cracking and refining 

hydrogenation in the gas phase (feedstock middle distillates 

and bottom cuts). Donor solvent processes employ external, 

catalytical or noncatalytical hydrogenation of the recycled 

solvent[4] 

 

Hydrogen consumption per tonne of dry coal for the 

catalytic direct coal hydrogenation amounts to ca. 1000 

m3.Hydrogen Production, Recycle Gas Separation[4]. In all 

coal hydrogenation processes nonreacted hydrogen must be 

recovered and recycled back to the reaction together with 

fresh make-up hydrogen[4]. The economics of the projected 

large-scale processes for direct hydrogenation depend not 

only on the further improvement of the hydrogenation stage 

(milder hydrogenating conditions, improved liquid product 

yields) but in particular on: improved separation of the 

gaseous hydrogenation products with complete recycle of 

hydrogen with an acceptable purity (inert components 

decrease the partial pressure of the hydrogen) and low-cost 
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production of the make-up hydrogen using improved and 

integrated processes for steam reforming and partial 

oxidation of byproducts of the coal hydrogenation,  

 

In hydrogasification processes, coal is converted in the 

presence of hydrogen and/or steam in one stage or in a 

series of stages directly to methane. The aim of many 

process developments is the production of SNG. [4] 

 

The basis is the strongly exothermic reaction of hydrogen 

with carbon according to (greatly  simplified) 

 

 
 
 

The equilibrium yield of methane is increased at high 

pressure and low temperature. Table 8 shows calculated 

methane concentrations at equilibrium[4]. The reaction 

sequence is a combination of the rapid hydrogenating 

gasification of the organic components in the coal and the 

slow heterogeneous gas – solid reaction between semicoke 

or coke residue and molecular hydrogen. The reaction occurs 

relatively slowly in the temperature range of 700 – 1300 °C; 

the technically feasible operating conditions are nowadays 

considered to be between 800 and 900 °C and 4.0 –10.0 

MPa[4]. The multiphase reaction must be conducted in a 

fluidized bed and, because of the short residence times 
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resulting, gas recycle processes must be used 

 

 
Table( 7) . Methane concentrations of the carbon 
hydrogenation reaction at equilibrium 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Methanol can be produced from hydrogen – carbon oxide 

mixtures by means of the catalytic reaction of carbon 

monoxide and some carbon dioxide with hydrogen. 

Methanol may be considered virtually as synthesis gas at 

maximum compression[4] 
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methanol has a great many practical uses in a variety of 

industries[2]. The most important use of methanol is in the 

manufacture of other chemicals, such as those from which 

plastics are made. Small amounts are used as additives to 

gasoline to reduce the amount of pollution released to the 

environment[2]. Methanol is also used widely as a solvent (to 

dissolve other materials) in industry[2] 

 

 
Hydrogen is also used in the conversion of benzene to cyclohexane 

and of acetylene derivatives to butanedioI. In the food industry, 

hydrogen is used to remove acids from fatty oils. In the future, 

hydrogen may be of importance in processing shale oils and in the 

manufacture of powdered metals. 

The latter industry consumed more than 1,500 tons of hydrogen in 

H156 for this purpose 

 

The most important single use of hydrogen is in the 

manufacture of ammonia (NH 3 ). Ammonia is made by 

combining hydrogen and nitrogen at high pressure and 

temperature in the presence of a catalyst[2]. A catalyst is a 

substance used to speed up or slow down a chemical 
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reaction. The catalyst does not undergo any change during 

the reaction[2] Ammonia is a very important compound. It is 

used in making many products, the most important of which 

is fertilizer 

 

 

 

 

Another important use of hydrogen is in the production of 

pure metals. Hydrogen gas is passed over a hot metal oxide 

to produce the pure metal. For example, molybdenum can 

be prepared by passing hydrogen over hot molybdenum 

oxide[2] 

 

Hydrogen is used as a gas in welding processes such as the 

atomic hydrogen process. Hydrogen is also used in deep 

cooling research, including studies on superconductivity.[2] 

 

Hydrogen is essential to every plant and animal. Nearly every 

compound in a living cell contains hydrogen. It is harmless to 

humans unless taken in very large amounts. In this case, it is 

dangerous only because it cuts off the supply of oxygen 

humans need to breathe[2]. 
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Chapter 2        
        Literature Review                 

      

                                         General2.1 _

                      

The principal commercial processes specific for the manufacture 

of hydrogen are steam reforming, partial oxidation and coal 

gasification [7] However, these are not of equal economic 

importance. In the United States, the bulk of the industrial 

hydrogen is manufactured by steam reforming of natural gas[7] 

Relatively small quantities of hydrogen are produced by steam 

reforming of naphtha , partial oxidation, coal gasification[7] 

Depending on the price of natural gas and electricity, carbon 
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capture and sequestration constraints, and the availability of 

viable hydrogen transportation and storage technologies, steam 

reforming of natural gas may be the least expensive means of 

producing hydrogen , Worldwide production of hydrogen is about 

50 million tons per year [10], The process of steam reforming of 

hydrocarbons, developed in 1924, is the main industrial method 

for production of hydrogen [8]       

 

Y. Yiiriim(1995) the use of promoters is claimed to give a higher 

resistance to catalyst poisoning by sulphur compounds and a 

lower inclination to make carbon deposits[6] 

Shi-Tin Lin,(2005) purified the hydrogen gas because the hydrogen 

produced contains a mixture of the first carbon monoxide and 

carbon dioxide and methane non-converted and after purification 

was restored high purity hydrogen[12].M.J. Lazaro(2008)  

studied BP2000 carbon black sample, which showed the highest 

activity in methane decomposition per mass of catalyst[6 

],J.A.Botas[2010] Ordered mesoporous carbons have shown to be 

excellent catalysts for the hydrogen production by methane 

decomposition. A novel class of carbonaceous materials, having 

an ordered mesoporous structure (CMK-3 and CMK-5), has been 

checked as catalysts for methane decomposition for product 

hydrogen [9]. Sarah Postels, 2016], Life cycle assessment of 

hydrogen production by thermal cracking of methane based on 
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liquid-metal technology Since the methane-cracking process 

avoids direct CO2-emissions, it has the potential to reduce the 

global warming impact (GWI)[13] [NazimMuradov,2017],integrate 

of the SMR process with CCS to drastically diminishing CO2 

emissions from H2 manufacturing plants[14] 

 

 

 

 

manufacturing  Industrial processes for-2.2 

partial oxidation processes -2.2.1 

 These rank next to steam hydrocarbon process in the amount of 

hydrogen made. They can use natural gas, or other hydrocarbon 

gas mixture as feedstock, they are three commercial versions of 

the process it was originally developed by Texaco, and variation 

were introduced later by both shell and montecatini, which differ 

primarily in the design and operation of the partial oxidation 

burner. All employ non catalytic partial combustion of the 

hydrocarbon feed with oxygen in the presence of steam in a 

combustion chamber at flame temperatures between 1300 and 

1500 C 
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process description -2.2.1.1 

The product process includes [5]      

When methane is the principle component of the feedstock, the 

reaction involved are: 
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The first reaction is highly exothermic and produces enough heat 

to sustain the other two reaction, which are endothermic. The net 

reaction is as follows 

 

 

 

The reaction is exothermic, and so the overall process is a net 

producer of heat for efficient operation, heat recovery (using 

waste heat boilers) is important the product gas has a 

composition  

that depends upon the carbon / hydrogen ratio in the feed and 

the amount of steam added. Pressure does not have a significant 

effect on composition and the process is usually conducted at 2 to 

4 MPa permitting the use of more compact equipment and 

reducing compression cost       

this gas has a much higher carbon oxides / hydrogen ratio than 

steam reformer gas in the commercial application of the Texaco 

process, preheated oil is mixed, under pressure, with oxygen and 

preheated steam and fed to the partial oxidation burner, about 26 

of 95 to 99% oxygen is used per 100 of H2 + CO produced .the 

product gas is cooled by a direct-contact water quench followed 
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by a water scrubber and a filter, all of which serve to remove 

unreacted carbon from the product gas     

,the carbon is remove from the quench water ,for example by 

filtering for disposal or reuse ,or it may be discarded as wear 

slurry the remaining process steps for conversion of the partial 

oxidation product gas to hydrogen are the same as for the 

steam-hydrocarbon reforming process :water gas –shifit 

Conversion, CO2 removal via monethalamine scrubbing and 

Methanation 

 

 

                            Advantages2. 2.1.2_
                                                  

the presence of O2 reduces carbon deposition at high 

temperature, no catalyst needed, needs less desulfurization, low 

methane slip 

 

 

Disadvantages-2.2.1.3 
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The need for pure O2 pushes up the costs of the plant, as it 

requires a cryogenic air separation unit. On an industrial scale, 

high process temperatures, process has high a degree of 

complexity, poor hydrogen to carbon monoxide ratio 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.1) process flow diagram of product 

hydrogen using partial oxidation 
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Autothermal Reforming-2.2.2 

 

Combination of partial oxidation and steam reforming. Methane is 

partially combusted and then reformed. Combustion drives 

reforming reaction, so no heat needs to be added, system 

efficiency is about 87.7% 

 

process description-2.2.2.1 

The product process includes [3]  

The NG is mixed at high temperature with a mixture of Oxygen 

and Steam and ignited in a combustion chamber originating a 

sub-stoichiometric flame that can be represented with eq 
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Subsequently Steam and CO2 reforming reactions occur inside a 

catalytic bed positioned below the combustion chamber 

 

 

 

By proper adjustment of oxygen to carbon and steam to carbon 

ratios the partial combustion in the thermal zone , supplies the 

heat for completing the subsequent endothermic steam and CO2 

reforming reactions The product gas composition at the exit of 

the reactor results very close to the thermodynamic equilibrium 

of an adiabatic reactor, especially in large scale processes                                                                         

ATR is also utilized as a “secondary reformer” (for lowering the 

CH4 residue) and it is placed after a primary SR in syngas plants 

integrated with Ammonia synthesis reactors. In this case the 
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Secondary” ATR is fed with the syngas produced from SR and air 

  

 

 

Advantages2.2.2.2_ 

Low methane slip, significant advantage of ATR over SR process is 

that it can be shut down and started very rapidly, while producing 

a larger amount of hydrogen than POX 

Disadvantages-2.2.2.3 

Excess steam production, high Cost of oxygen Than SR; May need 

startup heat Lower hydrogen yield And control systems to switch 

between lean burning and ATR Regimes 

 

methane reformingSteam  -2.2.3 

Steam reforming, sometimes called Fossil fuel reforming is a 

method for hydrogen production or other useful products from 

hydrocarbon fuels such as natural gas. This is achieved in a 
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processing device called a reformer which reacts steam at high 

temperature with the fossil fuel [8]. The steam methane reformer 

is widely used in industry to make hydrogen. There is an in 

development of much smaller units based on similar technology 

produce hydrogen as a feedstock for fuel cells [8] 

 

 

 

 

process description-2.2.3.1 

 

The product process includes [8] 

Steam reforming of natural gas or syngas sometimes referred to 

as steam methane reforming (SMR) is the most common method 

of producing commercial bulk hydrogen. At high temperatures 

(700 – 1100 °C) and in the presence of a metal-based catalyst 

(nickel), steam reacts with methane to yield carbon monoxide and 

hydrogen. These two reactions are reversible in nature 

 CH4 + H2O ⇌ CO + 3 H2.  
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Additional hydrogen can be recovered by lower-temperature 

gas-shift reaction with the carbon monoxide produced. The 

reaction is summarized by  

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 

The first reaction is strongly endothermic (consumes heat), the 

second reaction is mildly exothermic (produces heat).The United 

States produces nine million tons of hydrogen per year, mostly 

with steam reforming of natural gas. The worldwide ammonia 

production, using hydrogen derived from steam reforming, was 

109 million metric tons in 2004 

 

Shift reactor 

At the outlet of steam reformers, partial oxidation reactors or 

coke oven gas units the syngas contains H2, CO, CO2, CH4 and 

water in chemical equilibrium at high temperatures in the range 

of 700 to 1400 °C depending on the process pressure and the 

mixture of feed stock and process steam or water. By means of 

the CO shift conversion an important portion of the CO content in 

the cracked gas is used for additional hydrogen generation, which 

is following the chemical reaction 

CO + H2O→ H2 + CO2 
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 This process is exothermic and is limited by the chemical 

equilibrium. There are three different versions of CO shift 

conversion: High temperature (HT) CO shift conversion at about 

300 to 450 °C down to approx. 2.5 % CO on dry basis at the 

reactor outlet Medium temperature (MT) CO shift conversion or 

so-called isothermal shift conversion at about 220 to 270 °C down 

to approx. 0.5 % CO on dry basis at the reactor outlet. Low 

temperature (LT) CO shift conversion at about 180 to 250 °C down 

to approx. 0.2 % CO on dry basis at the reactor outlet for every 

process a special catalyst will be used in a fixed bed reactor to get 

maximum yield of H2 product. The use of HT CO shift conversion 

is state of the art in almost every hydrogen plant. 

 

The application of the low temperature CO shift conversion is 

normally installed downstream of the HT shift at already reduced 

CO content in the feed gas. The additional investment is 

considered for plants having a capacity above approx. 40,000 

Nm³/h H2 product. The catalyst of the LT 

Shift is very sensitive against sulphur, chlorine and liquid water 

and special attention is required during start up and plant upset 

conditions. In former concepts the LT shift was important because 

of the downstream mechanization of CO following the CO2 

removal unit, to meet the product purity at minimum H2 losses. 

After the implementation of the Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA 
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unit) for H2 purification these process steps have become 

obsolete. The MT CO shift conversion as isothermal reaction can 

be approximated in several adiabatic reactors with intercoolers or 

better in an isothermal reactor with integrated steam generation 

for cooling of the process gas. The temperature of the shift 

reaction is controlled easily by setting the pressure of the 

generated steam 
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Fig (2.2) temperature vs. exit carbon monoxide 
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adsorbedswing  Pressure  

Adsorption process is designed in such a way that a gas mixture is 

fed to adsorbed at ambient temperature and increased pressure. 

At higher temperature, a smaller amount of impurities can be 

adsorbed on any adsorbent. The regeneration at high 

temperature level T2 reduces the loading 

L2 of adsorbent at adsorption pressure P1 and temperature T2 

and reduced pressure P2.PSA process works between two 

pressure levels: (1) Adsorption & (2) Regeneration. In adsorption 

phase, adsorption of impurities is carried out at high pressure to 

increase the partial pressure and thus increase loading of 

impurities on adsorbent. The raw feed gas flows through an 

adsorbed in upward direction and the impurities are selectively 

adsorbed on the surface of the adsorbent in the order- water, 

hydrocarbons, CO and N2 from bottom to top. The purified 

product gas leaves the adsorbed at the outlet and flows to the 

product line. 

The adsorbing capacity of one absorber being limited, after 

certain time the impurities break through at the outlet of the 

adsorbed. 
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First the impurities come in traces, but gradually their 

concentration increases. To avoid this breakthrough,the 

adsorption step must be interrupted to regenerate the loaded 

absorber. For continuous product supply, at least two absorbers 

are necessary. While the first one is regenerated, a second 

already regenerated one purifies the raw feed gas. 

 In the regeneration phase, the process is carried out at low 

pressure at approximately the same temperature. During this 

phase, the adsorbed impurities are desorbed. The residual 

impurities loading are reduced as much as possible in order to 

achieve high product purity and a high H2 recovery. 

 

Advantages-2.2.3.2 

No oxygen needed, lowest process operation temperature, lower 

operating cost, reduce capital costs (due to the reduction in size 

of the process unite), improved yields and selectivity's (due to the 

equilibrium shift effect) and reduced downstream separation cost 

(separation is integrated) 

 

-steam reforming of methane doesn’t have disadvantages 
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Figure (2.3) process flow diagram of hydrogen product by steam 

methane reforming 
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Methane-2.3 

Methane is the first member of the alkane series and is the main 

component of natural gas [10]. It is also a by-product in all gas 

streams from processing crude oils. It is a colorless, odorless gas 

that is lighter than air [10] 

As a chemical compound, methane is not very reactive. It does 

not react with acids or bases under normal conditions [10]. It 

react With a limited number of reagents such as oxygen and 

chlorine under specific conditions. For example, it is partially 

oxidized with a limited amount of oxygen to a carbon 

monoxide-hydrogen mixture at high temperatures in presence of 

a catalyst the mixture (synthesis gas) is an important building 

block for many chemicals [10]. Methane is mainly used as a clean 

fuel gas. Approximately one million BTU are obtained by burning 

1,000 ft3 of dry natural gas (methane) it is also an important 

source for carbon black [10] 
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Physical Properties for Methane  2.3.1    
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Chapter 3 

Material Balance 

                            

         

         2CO+3H       O  2+H4CH   

Basis =10000 ton/year 

1388.9 kg/hr 

694.45 kmol/hr 

Yield=0.44 

Yield=kg of H2 product/kg of CH4 

input 
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   input =1388.9/0.44 4of CHkg            

             =3156.6 kg/hr              

  

               input =3156.6/16 4Kmol of CH

               =197.28 kmol/hr 

=197.28*0.954Reacted of CH 

        =187.416 kmol/hr                

187.416=9.864 kmol/hr-Outlet=197.28 4CH 

                      =157.824 kg/hr 

o = 187.416 kmol/hr2Reacted of H 

           =3373.488 kg/hr        

  

The output of CO = 187.416 kmol/hr 

              =5247.64 kg/hr      
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The output of H2 =3*187.416 

                =562.248 kmol/hr        

              =1124.49 kg/hr           

 

 

 

Output 
kg/hr 

Input 
kg/hr 

  Material 

157.824 3156.6 4CH 

0 3373.48 O2H 

5247.648 0 CO 

1124.496 0 2H 

6529.9 6530.08 TOTAL 
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 Material balance on shift

 conversion 

  

 

2+H2CO→O 2CO+H 

 

Conversion 70% 

CO Reacted = 187.416*0.7             

        = 131.1912 kmole/hr  

              =3673.35 kg/hr           

 

CO Output=187.416-131.1912 
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           =56.2248 kmole/hr.   

           =  1574.2 kg/hr. 

 

H2O=50% excess 

O Input = 477.9 kmole/hr.2H 

318.607-O Output = 477.92H 

             = 159.293 kmole /hr. 

             = 2867.27 kg/hr.  

product =562.248+131.1912 2H 

  = 693.439 kmole /hr. 

  =1386.87 kg/hr  

                                   

CO2 Product = 131.1912 kmole /hr.  

              =5772.412 kg/hr             

 

 

Output Kg/hr Input Kg/hr Material 
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5772.4 5247.6 Co 

0 2361.4 H2o 

262.3 0 CO2 

1574.29 0 H2 

7609 7609 TOTAL 

 

 

 absorber 2aterial balance on COM  

 

 

CO2 inlet = 131.1912 kmol /hr. 

5772.41 Kg/hr.  = 

 

absorbed = 99% 2The amount of CO 

outlet =131.1912*0.01 2CO 
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         =1.311912 kmol/hr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESSURE SWING Material balance on 

ADSORBER (PSA) 

Absorbed =99.9% 2THE Amount of CO, CO 

O is 100% get absorbed in 2The Amount OF H

PSA  

 

CO outlet = 0.001*56.2248 

= 0.05622 kmol/hr        

 

PSA 
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kmol/hr Outlet =0.001*1.3119= 0.0013119 2CO 

                          O OUTLET =0 2H

           

 

 

 

 

Energy Balance 

Gas heat capacity 

 3+dT2Cp =a+bT+cT 

Where : Cp Gas heat capacity J/K mol .k 

T: temperature k 

a, b , c and d constants 
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d c b A Compounet 

7-*101.5303- 4-1.9184*10 2-3.9957*10- 34.942 4CH 

8-1.7825*10- 5-.9906*102 3-.4186*108- 33.933 O2H 

8-227*101.22- 5-.013*102 3-.5807*106- 29.556 CO 

9-.9968*103 5-.9555*101- 2-2315*104. 27.437 2CO 

8-.1880*103 5-3.8549*10- 2-*102.01788 25.399 2H 

 

 

 

 

 

fH∆ Compount 
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-74840 4CH 

110520- CO 

-393500 2CO 

0 2H 

-241830 O2H 

 

 

 

 

roEnergy balance on react 

 

 

 

 Reactor 
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 187.416kmole/hr CO 4197.28 Kmole/hr CH 

2o                 562.248Kmole/hr H2H r187.416 kmole/h 

4CH 9.864kmole/hr                                                       

                                   

CH4 + H2O         CO + 3H2 

   H = m Cp  T      

Cp for CH4 at T = 470K 

3T +d2Tc  T+ b + a = Cp 

+2)(470)4-)(470)+(1.9184*102-3.9957*10-+(2=34.94 

=42.65 J/mol.k 3)(470)7-1.5303*10-( 

 

298)-=197.28*42.65(470inH 

       =1447206.6 J 

298)-9.864*48.4(690 =outH 

         = 187147.6 J 
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inH-outH = H   

     = 187147.6-1447206.6 

     = -1260058 J 

 

O2FOR H 

3+dT2Cp = a + b T+ c T  

+(1.7822)(470)5-)(470)+(2.9906*106-8.4186*10-Cp=33.93+(

= 42.3 J/mol.k3)(470)8-5*10 

 

Hin=m Cp   T 

      =187.416*42.3(470-298) 

      =1363563.8 J 

 

+(1.782)6905)(-)+(2.9906*106906)(-8.4186*10-=33.93+(pC

J/mol.k 54= 3)6908)(-25*10 

298)-*54(690187.416=outH 

         =3967221.8 J 
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inH-outH=H   

     =3967221.8-1363563.8 

     =2603658 J 

 

FOR CO  

=0inH 

Cp=29.556+(-6.5807*10^-3)(690)+(2.013*10^-5)(690^2)+(-

1.22217*10^-8)(690^3) = 30.5 J/mol.k 

 

298) =2240745.69 J-=187.416*3*30.5(690outH 

inH-outH=H   

    =2240745 J 

 

 

2FOR H 

+(3.1882)(690)5-+3.8549*10))(6902-Cp=25.399+(2.0178*10

=31.4 J/mol.k3)(690)8-0*10 
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=0inH 

298)-=562.248*31.4(690outH 

        =6920598.18 J 

inH-outH= H   

    =6920598.18-0 

    =6920598.18 J 

  Hr=(3*0)+(-110520)-(-74850)+(-241830)  =206160 J 

  H CH4+  H H2O+   H CO +  H H2 +  Hr=Q 

-1260058+2603658+2240745+6920598.18+206160 

=10711103   

 

 

 

 

  Energye balance on shift conversion 
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56.2248 kmol/hr CO 187.416 kmole/hr CO             

   O2H 159.293 kmole/hr             O2H477.9 Kmole/hr  

     2131.1912 Kmole/hr CO 

CO +H2O           CO2 +H2 

FOR CO  

 

3+dT2Cp=a+bT+cT 

1.22227-+(2)(500)5-)(500)+(2.013*103-6.5807*10-=29.556+(

=29.7 J/mol.k3)(500)8-*10 

298)-=187.416*29.7(500inH 

       =1124383.5 J 

 

 

Reacor 
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1.222-+(2)(600)5-)(600)+(2.013*103-6.5807*10-Cp=29.556+(

=30.213)(600)8-7*10 

298)-=56.2248*30.21(600outH 

        =512962.4 J 

inH-outH=H   

     =512962.4-1124353.5 

     =-611421.1 J 

O2FOR H 

1.78-+(2)(500)5-6*100)(500)+(2.996-8.4186*10-3+(3Cp=33.9

=39.17 J/mol.k 3)(500)8-*1052 

298)-=477.9*39.17(500inH 

       =3781307 J 

1.78-+(200)6)(5-00)+(2.9906*106)(6-8.4186*10-Cp=33.933+(

J/mol.k 40.8= 300)68)(-25*10 

298)-=159.293*40.8(600outH 

         =1962744.6 J 
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inH-outH= H∆    

      =1962744.6-3781307 

      =-1818562.3 J 

 

2FOR H 

 

(3.188+200)5)(5-3.8549*10-00)+(5)(2-25.399+(2.0178*10=PC

=29.8 J/mol.k3)(500)8-6*10 

298)=3384508 -=562.248*29.8(500 inH 

+(3.182)(600)5-3.8549*10-)(600)+(2-Cp=25.399+(2.0178*10

=30.5 J/mol.k3)(600)8-86*10 

298) =6387266.6 J-=693.439(30.5)(600outH 

 inH-outH=H    

   H=6387266.6-3384508 =3002758 J   
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2FOR CO 

 

+(3.992)(600)5-1.9555*10-)(600)+(2-Cp=27.437+(4.2315*10

=46.6 J/mol.k 3)(600)9-68*10 

= 0 inH 

298)-=131.1912*46.6(600outH 

        =1846279.9 J 

   H=1846279.9-O 

     = 1846279.9 J 

  Hr=o+(-393500)-(-110520)+(-241830)=-41150 J 

+  Hr=Q H2+   H CO2+  H H2O+  H COH    

-611421.1-1818562.3+1846279.9+3002758-41150 

    =2377904.5 J 
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 absorber2 FOR CO energy balance 

+(3.992)(366)5-1.9555*10-)(366)+(2-Cp=27.437+(4.2315*10

=40.5 J/mol.k3)(366)9-68*10 

298)-=131.1912*40.5(366inH  

      =3612.9 J 

298)-=1.3119*46.6(466outH  

         =10270 J 

inH-outH=H    

      =10270.6-3612.9 

       =6657.7 J 
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Pressure swing adsorbed(PSA) Energy balance on 

FOR CO  

 

1.222-+(2)373)(5-)+(2.013*10373)(3-6.5807*10-Cp=29.556+(

J/mol.k .2=293)373)(8-27*10 

298)=123132.2 J-*29.2(373=56.2248inH 

 

1.222-+(2)(500)5-)(500)+(2.013*103-6.5807*10-Cp=29.556+(

=29.7 J/mol.k3(500))8-27*10 

=337.2 J8)29-=0.05622*29.7(500outH 

   H= 337.2-123132.2=-122795 J 
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2FOR CO 

+(3.992)(373)5-1.9555*10-)(373)+(2-Cp=27.437+(4.2315*10

=40.7J/mol.k3)(373)9-68*10 

=4004.5 J298)-=1.3119*40.7(373inH 

 

+(3.992)(373)5-1.9555*10-)+(500)(2-Cp=27.437+(4.2315*10

=40.7J/mol.k3)(373)9-68*10 

=117.1 J298)-= .613119*44.2(500outH 

    H= Hout- Hin 

       =117.1- 4004.5 =-3887.4 J 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT 

[15]Absorption column design 2CO-4.1 

  Abstract 

Absorption, or gas absorption, is a unit operation used in the 

chemical industry to separate gases by washing or scrubbing a gas 

mixture with a suitable liquid . The fundamental physical 

principles underlying the process of gas absorption are the 

solubility of the absorbed gas and the rate of mass transfer. One 

or more of the constituents of the gas mixture dissolves or is 

 liquid and can thus be removed from the mixtureabsorbed in the 

capture  2absorption and desorption rates are important in CO 2CO
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since they can affect both capital and operating costs. Faster 

solvents can reduce the amount of packing required in the 

absorber and stripper and can also achieve a closer approach to 

equilibrium in the absorber, saving energy in the stripper 
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column design  Absorptiob 21)CO-Fig(4 
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Basis: 99% of CO2 is absorbed 

 The feed gas rate= 131.1912 kmol/hr  

G1=131.1912 kmol/hr 

Feed concentration, y1= 0.107 mole  

Y1= y1/ (1-y1) = (0.107)/ (1-0.107) = 0.119 mole 

Feed gas rate on solute free basis (Gs) = G1* (1-y1)  

             = 131.1912(1-0.107)  

              = 117.1537 kmol/hr 

CO2 gas entering = G1y1 

              = (131.1912)*(0.107)  

                = 14.037 kmol/hr  

Therefore CO2 absorbed= 14.037*0.99 

                    = 13.896 kmol/hr 

CO2 leaving= 13.896(1-0.99)  

           =0.139 kmol 

 Concentration of Y2= 0.139/ GS  

             = 0.139/117.1537  

mole  3-1.18*10 =                  
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Concentration of y2= Y2/ (1+Y2)  

) 3-1.18*10  (1+ / 3-1.18*10 =                  

mole 3-1.178*10=                   

Equation of equilibrium line Y= 1.32X……….(4.1) 

         X1= Y1/1.32  

        = 0.119/1.32   

           = 0.09 

The material balance equation is GS (Y1-Y2) = LS(X1-X2) 

 0) -) =LS (0.093-1.18*10 -(0.119117.1537     

          LS=153.36kmol/hr 

    Actual liquid rate is 1.25 times the original,   

LS=1.25*153.36 

=191.7kmole/hr 
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The liquid at the bottom of the tower (L1) 

LS+ CO2 absorbed 

             191.7+13.896 

205.59 kmol/hr   = 

 

 

 

.1.1 Calculation of tray or column diameter4 

 

       Data given:- ρG= 2.82 kg/m3 

 3= 0.175 lb/ft                        

  3ρL= 1038 kg/m                        

3= 64.67 lb/ft                          

  

The flow parameter (FLV) = (L1/G1)* (ρG/ ρL) 0.5 

0.5= (32472.54/20838.513)*(0.175/64.67)                                               
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= 1.558* 0.052                                         

         = 0.081 unit 

 

 CSB= 0.23 from graph between FLV and tray spacing 18 inch 

Superficial velocity Usfl= CSB*[( ρL- ρG)/ρG] 0.5*(σ/20)0.2 ft/sec 

                  = 0.23*1.004*19.19 

                    = 4.5 ft/sec 

 

Taking the operating velocity as 70% of the flooding velocity 

           US= 4.5* 0.70 

    = 3.15 f /sec   

 

131.1912 kmole/hr=3.534lb/s 

Volumetric flow rate of gas =3.534 /0.175 

/s3=20.19 ft                        

Active tray area (Aa)= volumetric flow rate of gas/ operating velocity  

                  =20.19/4.5 

2=4.48 ft                     
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Tower cross section (AT)= Aa/(1-fd) 

                  =4.48/1-0.2 

 2= 5.6 ft                     

 

0.5(5.6*4/3.14)=Tower diameter ( DC) 

= 2.67 ft                           

m =0.813                         

 

4.1.2 Calculation of column height 

Data given: 

GS= 18608.79 kmol/hr               y1= 0.107  

LS= 30265.12 kmol/hr                y2= 

0.0018   

Kxa= 1.25 kmol/m3.s.∆x               x2= 0  

y∆Kya= 0.075 kmol/m3.s. 
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The vapour-liquid equilibrium data are found from the equation 

given below 

 

G(y 1/1-y1 - y /1-y)=LS(X1/1-X1- X/1-X) 

 

x)-x/1-0.09-y)=191.7(0.09/1-y/1-0.0107-131.1912(0.0107/1 

x)+0.119-y = 1.46(x/1-y/1 

 

0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01 0 X 

0.185 0.165 0.140 0.1179 0.1 Y 

 

           From graph the number of ideal tray found is 

equal to 6 

Number of real tray =number of ideal tray/tray of 

efficancy 

               =6/0.65 

                = 9.23 
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Now the slop –Kxa/Kya= -1.25/0.075 

                 = - 16. 67 

P1(x,y) = (0.0805, 0.107) 

 From graph P1 (xi , yi) = (0.0905, 0.103)  

Slop -Kxa/Kya = - (Kxa/Kya)*(1-y) im/ (1-x)im 

 

(1-y)im=(1-yi)-(1-y) /ln(1-yi)/(1-y) 

 

(1-y)im =(1-0.103)-(1-0.107) / ln(1-0.103/1-0.107) 

      =0.894 

(1-x)im=(1-xi)-(1-x) /ln(1-xi)/(1-x) 

(1-x)im=(1-0.0805)-(1-0.0905) 

/ln(1-0.0805)/(1-0.0905) 

      =0.914  
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-Kxa/Kya = - (Kxa/Kya)*(1-y) im/ (1-x) im  

        = -16.67*(0.894/0.914) 

             = -16.30 

 

From graph P2(x,y) = (0.035, 0.050) 

 P2 (xi , yi)= (0.0375, 0.048) 

(1-y)im =(1-0.048)-(1-0.050) / ln(1-0.048/1-0.050) 

       =0.950 

(1-x)im=(1-0.0375)-(1-0.035) /ln(1-0.0375)/(1-0.035) 

      =0.96 

-Kxa/Kya = - (Kxa/Kya)*(1-y) im/ (1-x) im  

        = -16.67*(0.894/0.914) 

           = -16.44 

From graph P2(x,y) = (0.0275, 0.040)  

P2 (xi , yi)= (0.03, 0.038) 
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(1-y)im =(1-0.038)-(1-0.040) / ln(1-0.038/1-0.040) 

           =0.963 

 

(1-x)im=(1-0.03) –(1-0.0275) /ln(1-0.03)/(1-0.0275) 

      = 0.971 

 

-Kxa/Kya= -16.67*(0.960/0.971) 

      = -16.48 

 

 

= Area under the graph 
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Table-1 Data of y and f(y) 

 

   

0.040 0.050 0.107 y 

0.038 0.048 0.103 yi 

500 500 250 F(y) 
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Fig-2 the graph between y and f(y) 

 

G1=G/AT 

  =131.1912/1.7 

2=77 Kmole/hr.m     

G2= Gs/(1-y2)*1/AT 

  =117.15/0.998*1.7 

2Kmole/hr.m =69   

 

  G= (G1+G2)/2 
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=77+69/2 

=73 

y∆Kya= 0.075 kmol/m3.s. 

Ky=0.075*3600 

y∆.h.2kmol/m = 270   

   

 

 

Height of gas phase transfer unit (HtG) = G/Kya 

                          =73/270*2.285 

                          =0.11 

Height (h)= HtG*NtG 

        = 0.11*14.5 

         =1.5m 
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PRESSURE DROP-4.1.3 
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 3-0.03*10  =µ 

           0.465 =ε 

     32.82 Kg/m  =ρ 

U=4.5 ft/s =1.37 m/s 

 

3 (0.465)2 /(0.8) 20.465)-*1.37(13-=150(0.03*10 

)3/(0.82)(0.465) 0.465)-(1 2+1.75(2.82(1.37) 

=0.0274+60                       
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=60.0274                             

    =60.0274*1.5 

 

                                                290 KN/m = 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mechanical Design-4.1.4 

 

 thickness of shell  
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Operating pressure =10 bar 

Design Pressure, take as 10% above operating 

pressure 

      =(10-1)*1.1=9.9 bar 

2 =1 N/mm                   

 

Design temperature =197 C =386 F  

Typical design stress of stainless steel material (18 Cr / 8 N) at 

13.2 vol 6386F =97.14 From table  

e = (Pi Di/ 2f-Pi) + C  

where                                             

e = thickness of column (mm) 

)2 design pressure (N/mm Pi = 

Di= internal diameter (mm) 

)2 F = design stress (N/mm 

C= corrosion allowance = 2 mm 
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1)+2-/2*97.143e =(1*0.813*10 

  =6.2 mm 

Dead Weight of vessel 

 

For steel vessel 

 

 

Take Cv=1.15 ,vessel with severl fitting 

=0.8172m3-=Di+t =0.813+4.2*10m D 
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Hv=1.5m    , t=4.2mm 

Wv=240*1.15*0.8172(1.5+0.8*1.5)*4.2 

=2557.7N 

=256KN 

Weight of insulation 

  minerl wool density ρ = 130 Kg/m 

3 -approximate volume of insulaion = 2 π H 75 *10 

3 =0.7065 m3  -v=2*3.14*1.5 *75*10 

weight = V* g * minerl wool density 

       =0.7065* 9.81 * 130=900N 

900 = 2* DDouble this to allow for fitting W 

                                   =1800N 

                                   =19 KN 

 

                                      

V+WDTotal Weight = W 
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             = 256+19 =275 KN 

  

Wind Loading: 

 

2Take dynamic wind pressure as 1280 N/m 

Mean diameter , including insulation (Deff)= 

3  -Di+2*(t+75)*10 

=0.963m3 -+75) *10 3-0.813 +2(4.2*10 

 *Deffwp = wLoading F 

1280*0.963=1232.6 N/m                   

   Bending moment at bottom tangent line  

Mx= Fw *Hv2/2 

/22 Mx=1232.6(1.5) 

2=1386.6Nm   

Analysis of stress : 
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At bottom tangent line Pressure stresses 

Ϭh =PDi /2t 

N/mm2  96) =4.22*/ (30.813*10*1h =Ϭ  

ϬL =PDi /4t 

N/ mm248) =4.2/(4*30.813*10*1L =Ϭ 

Dead weight stress 

Ϭw =W/(ᴨ*(Di+t)*t 

] 4.2)*4.2+30.813*10*(ᴨ/[ 3*10275w =Ϭ 

                            2N/ mm25.5=     

Bending stresses  

)4Di-4/64)*(Doᴨ=(VI   

=Di+2toD 

mm821.4 +2(4.2)=3=0.813*10 

   4899 mm)=4813- 4 821.4/64)*(ᴨ)=  
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Ϭb =+(M/Iv)*(Di/2+t) 

/2+4.2) 3)*(0.813*10899/3*101386.6=( 

= +634N/ mm2 

The resultant longitudinal stress is 

Ϭz= ϬL + Ϭw+Ϭb 

Ϭw is compressive and therefore negative. 

Ϭz(upwind) =48-25.5 +634=656 N/mm 

 Ϭz(downwind) = 48-25.5-634=-611N/mm 

As there is no torsional shear stress, the principal 

stresses will be Ϭz and Ϭh 

The radial stress is negligible, ≈Pi/2=1/2=0.5 N/mm 

            )Check elastic stability(buckling 

Critical buckling stress                               

)821.4/4.2(t/Do) =20000(4c =2 * 10Ϭ 

Ϭc  = 102.2 N/mm2 
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:Vessel Supports 

 

  

 

Fig(4-3) straight skirt support               
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                            Try a straight mixer skirt(θs=85) of 

plain stainless steel, design stress 97.14 N/mm2 

and Young’s modulus 200000N/mm2 at ambient 

temperature. 

The maximum dead weight load on the skirt will 

occur when the vessel is full of water 

. 

*h*ρaverage*g2/4*DᴨApproximate weight= 

*1.5*520*9.812/4*0.813ᴨ=    

    =3970.21N 

     = 398 KN   

Weight of vessel=275KN 

Total weight = Approximate weight+ Weight of 

vessel 

Total weight = 398+275 = 673KN 
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Wind loading= 1232.6 N/m 

/22Bending moment at base of skirt =W*x 

 

Let skrit height=1m 

X=2+skirt height=2+1=3 m 

/2 2*(3)1232.6=MsBending moment at base of skirt  

Ms=5546.7 Nm 

Ϭbs =bending stress in the skirt  

Ϭbs= 4*Ms/[ᴨ*(Ds+ ts)*ts*Ds] 

Fig(4.2) straight skirt support 

Ms = maximum bending moment, evaluated at the 

base of the skirt (due to Wind ,seismic and eccentric 

loads) 

Ds = inside diameter of the skirt at the base 

ts = skirt thickness. 

Ϭs = base angle of a conical skirt, normally 80◦ to 90 
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]/[3.14(813+4.2)813*4.23*103*105546.74*=sbϬ 

 2N/mm 2532= 

 

= the dead weight stress in the skirt wsϬ 

*(Ds+ts)*tsᴨ= W/( ws(test)Ϭ 

W= total weight of the vessel and conten 

(Approximate weight) 

2N/mm62.4 ]=4.2) *813+4.2*(ᴨ/[3*10673= (test)wsϬ 

t]) *t+SD*(ᴨ/[W= (operating)wsϬ 

 2=25.5N/mm*(813+4.2) *4.2]ᴨ /3=275*10        

)(testwsϬ+  bsϬs (compressive) =Ϭ 

22532+62.4=2594 N/mm)=s (compressiveϬ  

Ϭs (tensile) =Ϭbs-Ϭws(operating) 

2N/mm2506=  25.5-2532s (tensile) =Ϭ 

the joint factor J as 0.85 
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The skirt thickness should be such that under the 

worst combination of wind and dead-weight loading 

the following design criteria are not exceeded 

 

 

Ϭs (tensile)< J*fs*sin θs 

0.85*97.14*sin(85)  2506< 

2506<82.2 

Ϭs (compressive) 0.125E(ts/Ds)sinθs  

2594 

4.2/813)sin85)( (40.125*2*10 2594<     

  2594<12.8 
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[16]Catalytic Reactor Design-4.2 
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Fig(4-4)catalytic reactor design 

            

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 XA 

9 4 2.3 1.5 1 1+εx /1-x 
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From area under the curve = 0.028                

 

/F=0.028                                     S V 

=0.028*197.28                                S V 

3                                                        =6 m 

                                           
L/D=3

 

                               L      2 V=π/4D 

                                                        3π/4*3D6=      

 D=1.3m                                        

L=3.9                                         

 

 

 

 

Mechanical Design-4.2.2 
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shell thickness-4.2.2.1 

Operating pressure =50 bar 

Design Pressure, take as 10% above operating 

pressure 

      =(50-1)*1.1=53.9 bar 

2=5.39 N/mm 

Design temperature =622 F 

From Table 13.2 Vol 6 if we select a 1 1/4 Cr steel 

such as A387,the maximum allowable stress= 
2psi = 114.5 N/mm 316.6*10 

t= (Pi Di/ 2SE-1.2Pi)  

where                                             

= thickness of column (mm) t 

Pi = design pressure (N/mm2)  

Di= internal diameter (mm) 

)                           2= design stress (N/mmS  
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t=(5.39*1300/2*114.5-1.2*5.39) 

=31.5 mm 

Add corrosion allowance 31.5+3=34.5mm 

Domed Head design-4.2.2.2 

 Assume Hemspherical Head 

 

 

Fig(4-5) Hemispherical Head 
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t =(Pi Di /4SE-0.4Pi) 

where                                             

                                  thickness of column (mm)   =t  

)2Pi = design pressure (N/mm  

Di= internal diameter (mm) 

)2S = design stress (N/mm 

t =(5.39*1300/4*114.5-0.4*5.39) 

 = 15.37mm 

 

Flat Head design-4.2.2.3 

0.5t =De (C*Pi/S*E) 

De= nominal plate diameter 

C=a design constant, dependent on the edge 

constraint 

S= maximum allowable stress 

)2design pressure (N/mm Pi= 
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0.5) (0.25*5.39/114.53 t =1.7*10 

=184.4 mm    

 

Dead Weight of vessel -4.2.2.4 

 

  

For steel vessel 
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Take Cv=1.15 ,vessel with severl fitting 

Dm =Di+t =1.3+0.0315=1.3315m 

Hv=3.9m    , t=31.5mm 

Wv=240*1.15*1.3315 (3.9+0.8*1.3315)*31.5 

  

                                     575K N= 

4.2.2.5 -Weight of insulation 

  minerl wool density ρ = 130 Kg/m 

3-approximate volume of insulaion = 2 π H 75 *10  

m31.83=  3-*75*10 3.9=2*3.14*V  

weight = V* g * minerl wool density 

       1.83*9.81*130=234K N 

Double this to allow for fitting WD = 2*234 
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                                  =468 KN 

V+WDTotal Weight = W 

=468+575=1043 KN 

  

Wind Loading-4.2.2.6  

 

Take dynamic wind pressure as 1280 N/m2 

Mean diameter , including insulation (Deff) 

3-Di+2*(t+75)*10=FD    

=1.5m3 -1.3+2(31.5+75)*10=            

Loading Fw = pw*Deff 

            =1280*1.5=1920 N/m  

Bending moment at bottom tangent line     

/22Mx= Fw *Hv 

14601.6 Nm=  /2 21920(3.9)Mx= 
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Analysis of stress-4.2.2.7 

At bottom tangent line: 

 Pressure stresses: 

Ϭh =PDi /2t 

Ϭh =5.38*1300/ (2*31.6) =110  N/mm2  

ϬL =PDi /4t 

ϬL =5.38*1300/(4*31.6) =55.3N/ mm2 

Dead weight stress 

Ϭw =W/(ᴨ*(Di+t)*t 

31.5)*31.5+1300*(ᴨ/[ 31043*10w =Ϭ 

27.9 N/mm        
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Bending stresse   

( 4Di-4/64)*(Doᴨ=(VI 

=Di+2toD 

=1300+2(3.15)=1306 mmoD 

 

4mm 26049)=41300- 41306/64)*(ᴨ    =) 

Ϭb =+(M/Iv)*(Di/2+t) 

    =(14601.6/26049)(1300/2+31.5) 

2=382N/mm  

 

The resultant longitudinal stress is 
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Ϭz= ϬL + Ϭw+Ϭb 

Ϭw is compressive and therefore negative. 

Ϭz(upwind) =55.3-7.9 +382=+429N/mm 

 Ϭz(downwind) = 55.3-7.9-382=-334N/mm 

 

 

 

Vessel Supports-4.2.2.7 
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Fig(4-6) straight skirt support 

 

 

                            Try a straight mixer skirt(θs=85) of 

plain stainless steel, design stress 114.5 N/mm2 

and Young’s modulus 200000N/mm2 at ambient 

temperature. 
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The maximum dead weight load on the skirt will 

occur when the vessel is full of water 

. 

Approximate weight=ᴨ/4*D*h*ρaverage*g 

                      =)*9.811000*3.9*21.3/4*ᴨ(   

=50756N   

508 KN= 

Weight of vessel=1043K N 

Total weight = Approximate weight+ Weight of 

vessel 

Total weight = 1043+508 =1551KN 

Wind loading= 1920 N/m =1.92 KN/m 

/22Bending moment at base of skirt =W*x 

 

/2 2)6*(1.92 Bending moment at base of skirt Ms= 

Ms=34.56 Nm 
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Ϭbs =bending stress in the skirt  

Ϭbs= 4*Ms/[ᴨ*(Ds+ ts)*ts*Ds 

Fig(4.2) straight skirt support 

Ms = maximum bending moment, evaluated at the 

base of the skirt (due to Wind ,seismic and eccentric 

loads) 

Ds = inside diameter of the skirt at the base 

ts = skirt thickness. 

Ϭs = base angle of a conical skirt, normally 80◦ to 90 

Ϭbs=4*34.56/[3.14(1300+31.5)31.5 *1300] 

2N/mm =80      

Ϭws = the dead weight stress in the skirt 

Ϭws(test) = W/(ᴨ*(Ds+ts)*ts 

W= total weight of the vessel and conten 

Approximate weight 
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  ] 31.5) *31.5+1300*(ᴨ/[3*101551ws(test) =Ϭ
2N/mm=11.8 

+t) *t]s*(Dᴨws(operating) =W/[Ϭ 

 2/(3.14(1300+31.5)31.5)=8 N/mm3*101043= 

Ϭs (compressive) =Ϭbs + Ϭws(test) 

Ϭs (compressive)= 80+11.8=91.8N/mm2  

Ϭs (tensile) =Ϭbs-Ϭws(operating) 

28=72N/mm-80s (tensile) =Ϭ 

the joint factor J as 0.85 

The skirt thickness should be such that under the 

worst combination of wind and dead-weight loading 

the following design criteria are not exceeded 

Ϭs (tensile)≥ J*fs*sin θs 

72<0.85*114.5*sine(90) 

72<97.3 
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Ϭs (compressive) <0.125E(ts/Ds)sinθs 

89.6< 605 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 
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COST ESTIMATION 

 

Fixed capital investment for cost index ( 2010)=550.8       

Cost index for  (2017)=567.5 

Orginal cost=4000000 

Therefore present fixed capital investment 

Present cost = 4000000( 567.5/550.8)=4121278 

 

 

Estimation of total investment cost 

   1-Direct cost    

             a-Purchased equipment cost Assume 40% of FCI 

0.4*4121278=1648511 

              b-Installation cost Assume 35% of PEC 

=0.35*1648511 =576978 
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c-Instrument and control installed Assume 7% of  PEC 

                          =0.07*1648511=115395 

 d-Piping installation cost Assume 40% of PEC 

                  0.4*1648511=659404 

                    e- Electrical installation cost:(10 - 40% of  

PEC) Assume10 % of   PEC 

0.1*1648511=164851.1 

f- Building process and auxiliary (10-70% of PEC) Assume 

20% 

=0.2*1648511 

=329702  

 

g- Service facilities:(30-80% 0f PEC) Assume  30% 

= 0.3*1648511 

=494553  

 

h-Yard improvement:(10-15% of PEC)  Assume 12 % 

 

= 0.12*1648511 

=197821 

 

 

i- Land:( 4-8% of PEC) Assume 5 % 
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= 0.05*1648511 

=82425 

   

Therefore direct cost = a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i 

                      =4269640 

 

 

 

Indirect cost 

Expenses which are not directly involved with material and 

labour of actual installation or complete facility 

a- Engineering and supervision(5-30% of DC) Assume  5%  

= 0.05*4269640 

=213482 

b- Construction expenses: (10% of DC) 

= 0.1*4269640 

=426964 
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c- Contractors fee(2-7% 0f DC) Assume   2 %   

=  0.02*4269640 

=85392 

 

d- Contingency: (8-20% of DC) Assume  8% 

= 0.08*4269640 

=341571  

Therefore total indirect cost = a + b + c + d 

                            =1067409 

 

 

Fixed capital investment 

 

Fixed capital investment(FCI) = DC+IC 

                                      =4269640+1067409 

                                      =5337049 

 

Working capital investment: 10 -20% of FCI  Assume 10% 

= 0.1*4121278 

=412127 
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2- Total capital investment 

Estimation of total product cost(TPC):  

Fixed charges: 

a- Depreciation: (10% of FCI for machinery)                         

= 0.1*4121278 

=412127 

b-Local taxes: (3-4% of TPC= FCI) Assume 3%   

=0.03*4121278 

=123638 

 

c- Insurances(0.4-1% of FCI) Assume 0.4 %   

 = 0.004*4121278 

 =16485 

d-Rent: (8-12% of FCI) Assume 8 % 

= 0.08*4121278 =329702 

Therefore total fixed charges =  a + b + c + d 

                              =881952 

But, Fixed charges = (10-20% of TPC) Assume 20%  

Therefore Total product cost =  total fixed charges * 100/20 

                             =881952*100/20 
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                             =4409760 

 

 

Direct production: 

a-Raw material:(10-50% of TPC)Assume 10% 

=0.1*4409760 

=440976 

 

 b-Operating labor(OL): (10-20% of TPC) Assume 10 % 

 =0.1*4409760 

 =440976 

 

c-Direct supervisory and electric labor (10-25% of OL)  Assume  
10% 

=0.1*440976 

=44097 

 

d-Utilities  (10-20% of TPC) Assume 12% 

=0.12*4409760 

=529171 

e-Maintenance (2-10% of FCI) Assume 2% 
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=0.02*4121278 

=82425 

 

f-Operating supplies (OS): (10-20% of maintenance) Assume 12 
% 

=0.12*82425 

=9891 

g-Laboratory charges (10-20% of OL) Assume 10% 

=0.1*440976 

=44097 

h- Patent and royalties (2-6% of TPC) Assume 2% 

=0.02*4409760 

=88195   

 

Plant overhead cost: 50-70% of (OL+OS+M) Assume 50% 

=0.5*(440976+9891+82425) 

=533292 
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General expenses: 

a-Administration cost: (40-60% of OL)  ASSUME 40 % 

=0.4*440976 

=176390 

 

b-Distribution and selling price (2-30% of TPC) Assume 2% 

=0.02*4409760 

=88195 

 

c-Research and development cost: (3% of TPC) 

=0.03*4409760 

=132292 

 

Therefore general expenses(GE) = A + B +  C 

                                 =176390+88195+132292 

                                 =396877 
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Therefore manufacturing cost(MC) = Product cost +fixed 
charges +Plant overhead expenses 

=4409760+881952+533292 

=5825004 

 

 

Total production cost: 

Total production cost= MC + GE  

                     =5825004+396877 

                     =6221881 

 

Gross earnings and rate of return 

 

The plant is working for say 300 days a 

year Selling price =42$ 

  

Total income =produce day rate * number production days(in 
year) *price per unit 

=33330*300*42 

=419958000 
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Gross profit =Total income - total product 

             =419958000 – 6221881 

             =413736119 

 

 

 

 

Tax =50% 

Net profit= Gross profit – (Gross profit * 50%) 

         =413736119 – (413736119*0.5) 

         =206868059 

Rate of return =net profit/total capital investmen 

               =206868059 / 4409760 

               =47  
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Fig(5-1)Marshal and Swift index        
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